
Joan 6 Pro
 

The next generation,  
enterprise-level meeting  
room booking device

As businesses all over the world are returning  
to a landscape of changed dynamics, Joan 6 Pro  
is here to manage your business’s evolving needs 
for space and employee management.

Designed as the industry’s best way to handle massive amounts of  
meeting rooms and conference spaces, its features do wonders for SMBs, 
as well. Whether your enterprise juggles a staggering amount of meeting 
rooms or just a handful, Joan 6 Pro solves your pain points with style.

Scheduling conflicts disappear with on-the-spot booking, calendar  
interoperability, and clear, unambiguous displays. As a result, teams  
both large and small are empowered to focus on the course and content  
of their meetings, with no worries about meeting room availability.

Works seamlessly with

A Powerful ePaper Device

Joan 6 Pro is a meeting management device with the highest  
levels of security. The devices themselves are sleek and unintrusive,  
with clean lines that compliment any space where they’re installed. 

Their intuitive, user-friendly interface meanwhile flattens learning  
curves and cuts time spent on onboarding to mere minutes. 



The key to efficient time and  
infrastructure management 

One problem common to many enterprise-scale booking  
solutions is keeping track of room-specific information.  
If a dedicated device gets misplaced, a business can suffer  
costly setbacks in clearing up the confusion. Joan 6 Pro  
tackles this concern head-on in two ways, depending  
on your business’s requirements.

Smart Magnets
Room-specific devices a thing of the past 

Each room is outfitted with its own Smart magnet, which attaches to  
any surface and acts as a location tag. As soon as a Joan Pro 6 device is  
anchored to one of these magnets, it automatically reconfigures to display 
that room’s dedicated information. The same device can be used for an  
office announcement in the morning, then moved back to a conference  
room mid-day, and no information will ever be erased or misplaced. The 
smart magnet option harnesses both 2.4 and 5 gHz Wi-Fi for the best  
possible stability.

Power over Ethernet dock
Safe and stable, always charged 

This option is an absolute must for enterprises with extra stringent security 
protocols. Wiring Joan 6 Pro devices into a fixed place solves a few problems 
simultaneously. The most important of them is the need that some organi-
zations have for beefed up IT security. Any information that can’t risk being 
leaked over a wireless must be doubly protected by keeping it on an ether-
net network, and the PoE option solves this handily. Added benefits include 
constant device power and the physical inability for a device to wander off. 
PoE also allows for dual LEDs, green and red, to permanently communicate 
room occupancy.  

Always Environmental 
Sustainable bottom lines and sustainable design

Joan is the first to call on enterprises to strive for sustainability both  
in their financial operations and their environmental approach. 

The new generation follows Joan’s legacy of insisting on recyclable  
components and ultra low-power architecture. Stats like 6 months of  
battery on a single charge or a whole year on mere pennies of electricity 
make for a device that is 100 times more efficient than competing solu-
tions. Joan brings a sigh of relief to anyone managing workspace availability 
and anyone demanding sustainability. The best business is clean business.



Technical  
specifications 

Calendar compatibility 
— Google Workspace
 • OAuth2 authentication 
— Office 365 (Exchange Online) 
 • OAuth2 authentication  

 (Global Admin) 
 • Basic authentication  

 (Delegated User) 
— Microsoft Exchange (Outlook) 
 • NTLM proprietary  

 authentication protocol 
 • Basic authentication 
— Accruent EMS 
— iCalendar (.ics) 

Display
— 6-inch (4:3 diagonal)  

interactive touch E Ink®  
electronic paper screen 

— Full capacitive touch  
screen interface 

— Portrait view 
— High visibility and contrast  

(surface treatment: anti-glare 
hard-coated front-surface)

— 180° viewing angle 
— Resolution: 1024 × 758 pixels 
— Active Area (H/W): 3.57 × 4.82 in 

(90.581 × 122.368 mm) 
— Pixel Pitch (H/W): 0.005 × 0.005 in 

(0.1195 × 0.1195 mm);  
equivalent to 212 ppi

— Pixel Configuration: Square 
— 16 level grayscale 
— Refresh rate: 750 ms (4 bit full 

screen) – 100 ms (1 bit partial) 
— Front light

Environmental conditions 
— Operating and storage temperature 

range: 32°F to 113°F (0°C to +45°C)

Power
— Patented ultra low energy  

architecture, only 1% of the  
power used by LCD. 

— High performance rechargeable 
Lithium-Polymer 5,400 mAh battery, 
3.46 oz (98 g). 

— Up to 6 months of autonomy on a 
single battery charge. 5–7 hours 
charging time with a USB-C charger 
(output rating of 5 V, 1 A). 

— Enclosed USB-C charging cable 
— Cordless functionality 
— PoE compatible 

Connectivity 
— 2.4/5 GHz Wi-Fi (IEEE 802.11 

a/b/g/n) standard, WPA2-PSK, WPA3 
Personal, WPA2 Enterprise support 

— 2.4 GHz Bluetooth 5 support 
— Ethernet via optional PoE  

wall-mount (IEEE 802.3u) standard 
— Optional wall mounted PoE-dock, 

that provides wired network  
connectivity (and Power over  
Ethernet) as well as shows the  
room occupancy status (green  
for free and red for booked). 

Mounting 
— Attachable to any surface with 

a self-adhesive Smart Magnetic 
Mount for Joan 6 Pro that requires 
no tools (one included with each 
device) and that enables device  
configuration after charging  
(no need to exactly match  
the device and the meeting  
room anymore). 

— Optional wall mounted POE-dock 
with LED room occupancy indicator

Data security
— TLS 1.3 encryption

Casing 
— High quality anodized  

aluminum casing 
— Anti-reflective,  

high transmissive glass 
— Color: Black, Gray

Dimensions & weight 
— Joan device dimensions:  

4.10 × 5.63 × 0.44 in  
(104.2 × 142.9 × 11.1 mm)

— Weight of Joan 6 pro: 11.36 oz  
(322 g) 

What’s in the box
— All required hardware, software,  

unlimited updates, upgrades  
and free lifetime support are  
included, as well as a one-year  
Limited Warranty. 

— The box includes: 
— 6-inch Joan 6 Pro device 
— USB-C cable  
— Onboarding information 
— 1 Smart Magnetic Mount for  

Joan 6 Pro 
— Access to the Joan Web Portal

Warranty 
— 1 year



A User-Centric Solution 

All Joan 6 Pro devices work in tandem with the Joan Room  
subscription to form a robust synergy. With unparalleled  
flexibility in how to reserve a meeting space, teams can book 
from their desktop, phone, or right on the device itself. 

Joan 6 Pro price

€649.00 Excluding tax

Essentials

The bare workplace  
management essentials suited  
for every small business.

€4.99/device/month  
billed annually for a total of
€59.88/device/year 

Includes

— General room  
booking features

— Language support
— Mobile app & web portal
— Custom content
— Single Sign On
— API access
— Up to 1 per location  

configuration

Professional

Upgraded workplace  
management, security,  
and productivity.

€9.99/device/month  
billed annually for a total of
€119.88/device/year 

All features from  
Essentials plus
— Branding
— Check-ins
— Integrations
— Custom buttons
— 2 weeks of analytics  

data history
— Up to 3 per location  

configuration

Enterprise

Advanced workplace  
management solutions  
for large enterprises.

€19.99/device/month  
billed annually for a total of 
€239.88/device/year

All features in  
Professional plus
— Active Directory  

integration
— Dedicated  

support agent
— Unlimited analytics  

data history
— Unlimited location  

configurations

Custom

Custom offer that  
covers complex security  
and safety needs.

Contact us for pricing

All features in  
Enterprise plus
— Full on-premise  

install option
— Custom integrations

Combined with the other solutions in Joan’s suite,  
Joan 6 Pro makes for the most comprehensive  
workplace management device on the market.

It has never been easier to effectively manage your  
workspace. Start scheduling more efficient meetings  
with Joan 6 Pro today.

getjoan.com
sales@getjoan.com
info@getjoan.com


